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Different terminologies, different concepts

Economic 
Zones

Modern Zones

Traditional Zones

▪ Specialised Zone
(SZ)

▪ Free Trade Zone
(FTZ)

▪ Export Processing Zone
(EPZ)

▪ Special Economic Zone
(SEZ)
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Elements of “economic zones”

What elements constitute “Economic 

Zones”(EZs)?

Spatial

Regulatory

Governance

Amenities

1

2

3

4 … offering physical infrastructure, incentives, services and 

provisions.

… and a dedicated governance structure for efficient 

management

Demarcated portions of the national territory and/or legal 

spaces

… with liberal and administrative-friendly investment and trade 

rules
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Special Economic Zones

• Common reasons for implementing SEZs:

o FDI attraction

o Job creation 

o Industrial and export activity creation

o Technology and knowledge transfer

o Diversification

o Creating experimental locations for new policy applications 

▪ With so much public spending allocated to these initiatives,

researchers are looking into how “Special” these zones

actually are and who in fact are they special for?
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Changing international context

Regionalization Economic CrisesGlobalization Liberalization

1970s-1990s 2000s

Expanding Global Value 

Chains

Consolidating Global Value 

Chains
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Evolution of EZs

Type of Activities

Legislation and Extra-Territoriality

Organizational Structure

Location

Services and Incentives

Strategic Objective(s)

Concepts

Preferred EZs

SEZs and SZsEPZs and FTZs

Import-substitution and 

industrialization
Economic diversification and 

policy reforms

Politically-driven Economically-driven

Fiscal incentives with export-

orientated amenities

Non-fiscal incentives with 

multiple-use infrastructure

Traditional EZs

Public sector develops, owns 

and manages
Private sector develops, owns 

and manages

Rigid and narrow Liberal and flexible

Trade and traditional 

production
Goods sectors and services
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How do many corporate investors see SEZs?

Set up IPA for SoQ | 

SEZs across the world
A MENU OF INCENTIVES
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EZ stakeholders

Firms Developers & Operators Government1 2 3
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Cost & Benefits of Free Zones

Benefits Costs or Loss of Revenue

Export Growth Infrastructure Investment

Foreign Direct Investment Administrative Costs

Foreign Exchange Earnings Foregone Tax Revenue

Employment Generation Opportunity Costs

Linkages Subsidies

Government  Revenue Social and Economic Costs



The future of SEZs
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FREE ZONES

– EVOLUTION & CHALLENGES

F
Z
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1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s 2020s

Traditional FZs

“New Generation” FZs

Erosion of traditional 
sources of competitiveness

Alternative and sustainable 
sources of competitiveness

ROLE REVERSAL

Globalization Liberalization

3rd I. Revolution

Regionalization Economic Crises

4th I. Revolution
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No “one size fits all” solution…

Requires

• State Capacity

• Pro-Active Government 

Support

• Policy Integration

• Economic Integration

The success of Economic Zone(s) depends on dynamic interplay between 

exogenous and endogenous factors but does have the potential to benefit 

countries and regions with various economic contexts:
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FREE ZONES: OSS
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BEST PRACTICE

- INNOVATION IN SERVICE DELIVERY

Source: ZonAmerica Website, 2018

Workforce Training as Incentive



NxtZones – SEZ 4.0
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The context

There are more than 5,500 free zones around
the world and more than 500 zones will be
developed over the next 5-10 years.

However, the traditional free zone model – a
fenced and demarcated area of land in
combination with tax or other financial incentives
for potential tenants and focused on trade and
exports – has lost its value for potential (foreign)
investors.

This model has been replicated in many countries
and increasingly without success and thus with
limited results as were initially intended (attract
FDI and create jobs).

And perhaps many governments may even re-
consider providing tax incentives in the future
given the huge budget deficits due to COVID-19
stimulus packages. So as a FZ you will have to
offer more than just a building and tax incentives.

A new EZ model and concept focused on the
future growth industries of the global economy is
necessary. The EZ solution of the future:
NxtZones
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NxtZones: the Economic Zone solution of the 

future

NxtZones is a new Economic Zone (EZ) model for

the future customized to a changing global economy,

industry 4.0 and based on the most innovative and

best practices of many EZs around the world.

The NxtZones model connects ideas, innovation and

entrepreneurship in various high value high growth

sectors. NxtZones is a global network of Free Zones

that creates jobs, attracts FDI and promotes

economic development, with a clear mandate for

sustainability, perfectly aligned to the 17 UN

SDGs. NxtZones are carbon neutral, autonomous

vehicle enabled and based on circular economy

principles.

At the core of the NxtZone design, is a conjunction

of academia, research, entrepreneurs, venture capital

and sustainable practices. This powerful equation

brought about the Silicon Valley that we all know

today in California. NxtZones will be the new

Digital Global Silicon Hub.
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Moving beyond financial and fiscal 

incentives

Finally, incentives offered should not only be financial incentives but also 

‘soft’ incentives & support services relating to tech-driven business activities

In many emerging markets technology is mostly 

developed in isolation without the opportunity to 

globalize

Free zones, often focused on only foreign investors, 

intended to attract technology firm or creating 

entrepreneurship are often not well integrated and 

do no meet expectations of (potential) tenants (i.e.

more open space offices, communal office space and 

a better balance between life and work)

Best practices of 

technology bringing 

different worlds together:
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NxtZones: a full service concept  

What does the concept of NxtZones entail?
▪ NxtZones incorporates some of the key concepts and best practices 

in managing and operating free zones, marketing, investor attraction, 

incentives and sustainability  

▪ Building of tailor-made high class sustainable office space –based on a 

unique style and concept replicated in all digital NxtZones

▪ Providing unique services for tenants (market entry, facilities, linking 

suppliers, training) in its offices within the free zones in which it 

operates, combined with financial incentives offered by the free zones

▪ Based 100% on Green Zone Principles and sustainable facilities 

services – including a sustainability code or framework for investors

▪ Focused on attracting FDI 4.0 activities and building digital innovation 

and start up ecosystems – SEZ 4.0

For whom?
▪ Countries aiming to attract more technology driven activities

▪ Countries stimulating entrepreneurship, innovation and disruption

▪ Free Zones looking for new services to provide to technology driven 

firms (domestic and foreign)

▪ Internationalizing small and mid sized technology firms and start ups 

both domestic and foreign firms

▪ Connecting NxtZones around the world to function as an (digital) 

ecosystem among Free Zones

▪ A Digital Silicon Valley In Globally Connected Free Zones.

▪ Based on Principles of the SDGs

Develop a Free Zone 
based on the best and most 

successful concepts in 

marketing, investor 

attraction, incentives, 

technology and real estate. 

Creating unique office 

space and facilities that also 

stimulates 

entrepreneurship. 
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Based on the SDGs

▪ Aligning environmental and economic 
goals and objectives through collaboration

▪ Sustainability is the common theme 
among NxtZones

▪ Inclusiveness: Digital NxtZones provides a 
platform to include local firms and 
entrepreneurship and connects these 
firms with more global players

▪ Isolated regions can become part of a 
global network of firms

▪ Strong collaboration with local and global 
universities enhances knowledge sharing 
and builds clusters

▪ State of the art sustainable infrastructure
▪ Building partnerships and collaboration is 

more important than competition among 
zones and among the firms within 
NxtZones

▪ Innovation and knowledge development is 
the cornerstone of NxtZones through 
global collaboration and local expertise

NxtZones departs from sustainable development 

goals, smart cities, and a global inclusive society
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Services provided on Digital NxtZones

Example of Services provided by Digital NxtZones
▪ NxtZones is a global recognizable brand with multiple zones 

across the world. Tenants are part of this brand

▪ Recruiting portal for tenants, diaspora services

▪ Database of all tenants of NxtZones: to facilitate global 

partnerships and collaboration

▪ Data center facilities

▪ Incubator Center – start ups and next stage.  Accelerator center: 

to prepare start-ups for success

▪ NxtZones will have its own proprietary crowdsourcing and 

venture club network, exclusively for its tenants 

▪ Based on the Triple Helix model with clusters of research and 

academia on the same premises or close by

▪ IT support

▪ Business support (chamber of commerce services)

▪ Transportation, Food and other Facilities

▪ Sport and leisure facilities, car rental, hotels etc.

▪ Digital facilities (blockchain custom services)

▪ One Stop Shop

▪ Professional investor attraction: Central branding, marketing and 

investor targeting, also at events

▪ Training Academy with strong partners

▪ Excellent collaboration with domestic firms which can co-locate 

in the digital NxtZones

Cutting Edge and 

Unique Services 

Provided in 

NxtZones
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